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}} Fons & Porter’s 45mm Rotary 

Cutter

}} Fons & Porter’s 8" x 14"Ruler

}} Fons & Porter’s 4" Quilter’s 

Scissors

}} Fons & Porter’s 51/2"Quilter’s 

Scissors

}} Fons & Porter’s Ultimate Stiletto

}} Seam ripper

}} Mechanical pencil

}} Spray starch

}} Rowenta First Class Travel Iron

}} Dritz Glass Head Pins

Unless otherwise noted, the sewing machine for this series is the performance icon® by PFAFF™. For 

piecing, we use the ¼" quilting presser foot. The longarm machine featured is the Millennium from 

APQS.

Patterns and instructions for quilts are featured in Love of Quilting magazine, or can be found on our 

website, QuiltingCompany.com. We have DVDs for our TV shows beginning with the 400 series. 

Visit the “Behind the Scenes: Tips from LOQtv!” playlist on Fons & Porter’s YouTube channel to see 

extra tips from the show. 

IN MOST EPISODES, THE TOOLS USED INCLUDE: 

SUPPLIES LIST FOR THE 3400 SERIES
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#3401—SNAIL’S TRAIL
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

A classic, spiraling quilt block, the Snail’s Trail block is the star of this 
show! Sara Gallegos works through multiple construction methods—
including classic piecing and foundation piecing—to inspire your 
patchwork play. In addition, Sara explores design options for showcasing 
your block, including wool appliqué and quilt-as-you-go!   

The quilts featured in this episode are Spring Trails by Nancy Mahoney 
(published in Love of Quilting issue March/April 2019) and A Snail’s Trail 
by Connie Kaufman (published in Love of Quilting issue March/April 
2019), which are also included in the 3400 series eBooklet.

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Steam-a-Seam 2 fusible web 

from The Warm Company

}} Stabilizer

}} Pressing sheet (recommended)

}} Red marker

}} Open-toe embroidery foot

}} Carol Doak’s Foundation Paper 

}} Add-a-Quarter ruler

}} Warm & Natural batting from 

The Warm Company

}} Basting spray

}} Walking foot or integrated 

walking foot

FABRIC USED: Fabrics used in 

Sara’s step-outs are from the Nova 

collection by Basic Grey and the Day 

in Paris collection from Zen Chic, both 

for Moda Fabrics. Assorted wool from 

Sara’s personal collection. 
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#3402—POPS OF POINSETTIA
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Thread-sketching techniques have changed over the years, making it 
easier and more fun to create unique artwork. Kothy Hofersat joins host 
Sara Gallegos on this episode to teach Pops of Poinsettia, a seasonal wall 
hanging, that allows you to express your holiday spirit in magnificent 
freemotion threadwork!

The quilt featured in this episode, Pops of Poinsettia, will publish in the 
November/December 2019 issue of Love of Quilting, and is also available 
in the 3400 series eBooklet.

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} creative icon® by PFAFF™

}} Westalee Sew Steady table

}} Supreme Slider Teflon sheet

}} Lightbox

}} Tulip Fabric Markers and Tulip 

Dual-Tip Fabric Markers

}} Open-toe foot, such darning foot

}} Bias pressing bars for appliqué

}} Frixion heat-away pen

}} Tear-away stabilizer

}} Quilter’s gloves

}} Embroidery threads (neutral thread 

for bobbin)

}} Steam-a-Seam 2 quarter-inch 

fusible web from The Warm 

Company

}} Steam-a-Seam 2 double-sided 

fusible web from The Warm 

Company

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the Yuletide Charms 

collection from Connecting Threads. 
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#3403—SHARING TRADITIONS
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

To Y-seam or not to Y-seam? How to construct a LeMoyne Star quilt 
block can be a matter of choice. Sara Gallegos shows you the classic set-
in construction and a simplified, triangle-based technique that eliminates 
the Y-seam.

The project featured in this episode is based on a design by Deborah 
Kalenty called Cosmic Stars, which originally published in Love of Quilting 
July/August 2015. The original pattern will also be available in the 3400 
series pattern eBooklet. 

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} 4" x 16" ruler with a 45-degree 

line

}} Frixion heat-away pen

}} Clear plastic foot

}} Single-hole needle plate

FABRIC USED: Fabrics used in Sara’s 

step-outs are from the Silk Road Fusion 

collection from Art Gallery Fabrics.
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#3404—MOTHER’S CHOICE
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

There’s more than one way to construct a quilt block. On this episode, 
Angela Huffman joins Sara Gallegos to explore the different methods 
for constructing a classic quilt block called Mother’s Choice. Build the 
block using fussy-cutting, cornerstones, triangle-squares, stitch-and-flip 
piecing, or mitered corners. Learn why you might pick one technique 
over another for this skillbuilder quilt block.

The quilts featured in this episode—Providence by Jen Daly, Table Manners 
by Natalie Crabtree, and Mother’s Best by Reed Johnson—were all 
published in the May/June 2019 issue of Love of Quilting, as well as 
appearing in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet. 

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Omnigrid 61/2" ruler

}} Glowline tape from Omnigrid

}} Frixion heat-away pen

}} Omnigrid 3" x 14" ruler

FABRIC USED: Fabrics used in 

Angela’s step-outs are from the Let’s 

Be Mermaids collection by Melissa 

Mortenson from Riley Blake Fabrics. 



#3405—MAYDAY FESTIVAL
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Quilt blocks flourish in the right setting, and on this episode, Sara 
Gallegos showcases a ribbon-like lattice that has these quilt blocks 
blooming! Celebrate your lovely, floral fabrics with this quilt design, 
which requires just a little organization and a few clever tips.

The original quilt design, called Trellis and designed by Patti Carey, was 

originally published in Love of Quilting March/April 2012. We freshened 

up the pattern following Patti’s original layout to feature in the 3400 series 

eBooklet, and also Love of Quilting March/April 2020. Sara chose to make 

her version using a more challenging on-point layout. 

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Olfa spinning mat

}} Omnigrid 4" x 14" ruler

FOR DESIGN WALL: 

}} Foam core board

}} Warm & Natural batting from 

The Warm Company

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the Virtuosa collection 

by Art Gallery Fabrics.
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#3406—REFRACTED FIRE
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Light up your quilting with this stunning quilt! Built from gradated 
strips, this quilt design transitions from a riot of color to calm serenity. 
You’ll learn strategies dealing with strip-pieced sections, and how simple 
tools and scrappy solids are all you need to create fiery, gorgeous quilt!

Angela’s quilt is based on a design by Tanya Finken called Trifecta, which 
we originally published in Love of Quilting September/October 2010. 
Angela’s version appears in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet and Love of 
Quilting September/October 2019 (available August 2019).

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Martelli’s 24" Ruler with 1/2" strips

}} Martelli’s 45mm ergonomic 

rotary cutter

}} Glowline tape

}} Olfa rotating rotary cutting mat

}} Fons & Porter’s 60-degree 

Pyramid template

FOR DESIGN WALL: 

}} Foam core board

}} Warm & Natural batting from 

The Warm Company

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the Painter’s Palette 

collection for Paintbrush Studio Fabrics.
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#3407—COTTAGE TEATIME

EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Once you’ve pieced your patchwork, it’s time to quilt! Your home 
sewing machine is capable of fabulous quilting. Kothy Hafersat joins host 
Sara Gallegos to share a few special quilting techniques. Using 10" pre-
cut squares, she crafts a table runner that is the perfect base for learning 
ruler work and free motion on your home sewing machine!
 
Cottage Teatime appears in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet, and also Love 
of Quilting January/February 2020 (available December 2019).

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Westalee Sew Steady table

}} creative icon® by PFAFF™

}} Warm & Natural batting from The 

Warm Company

}} Single-hole needle plate

}} Sew Steady Starter Set (or sampler 

set) for quilting rulers

}} Sew Steady Crosshair Ruler

}} Bi-Level Foot

}} Quarter Inch Piecing Foot with 

Guide for IDT

}} Clear, open-toe foot

}} Quilting gloves

}} Supreme Slider Teflon Mat

}} Frixion heat-away pen

}} Steam-a-Seam 2 quarter-inch 

fusible tape from The Warm 

Company

}} Westalee Design Spacing Gauge

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the 

quilt shown are from the English Tea 

collection for Connecting Threads.
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#3408—BLISS AND BLOSSOMS
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Bliss and Blossoms is a phenomenal quilt, with a dynamic design made 
from simple patchwork. Sara Gallegos and Angela Huffman show how 
sashing can create floating stars, and play with shadowed diamond 
rectangles and non-mirrored half-rectangle units for a dramatic quilt.

Bliss and Blossoms appears in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet, and also 
Love of Quilting November/December 2019 (available September 2019). 
Because she wanted to show an alternate approach, Angela used two 
commercially available rulers from Studio 180 Design on the episode: 
the Diamond Rects ruler and the Split Rects ruler. We’ve written the 
pattern so that no specialty rulers are required. If you chose to try out 
the rulers, make sure you follow the manufacturer’s instructions. 

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Studio 180’s Diamond Rects ruler 

and Split Rects ruler, or template 

plastic 

}} Omnigrid 3" x 18" ruler

}} Clover Fabric Folding pen

}} Frixion heat-away pen

}} Warm & Natural batting from 

The Warm Company

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the Bliss collection by 

Riley Blake Fabrics.
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#3409—CREATING MEMORIES
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Quilts can preserve memories, but they can also create them. Sara 
Gallegos presents a marvelous quilt project that incorporates fabric that 
can be custom-colored (by the special person in your life), as well as 
photo transfer fabric.

Creating Memories appears in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet, and also 
Love of Quilting May/June 2020 (available April 2020).

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Tulip Fabric Markers

}} 61/2" Marti Mitchell My Favorite 

Square-Up Ruler

}} Fantastix All-Purpose Ink

}} Fantastix Color Tool Brush

}} Photo transfer fabric paper

}} Optional: clip board

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the Coloring Fabric 

collection from Michael Miller Fabrics.
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#3410—HOMETOWN BLOOMS
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Fabric choice, color placement, and size adjustment allow any quilt 
design to bloom in new ways! Angela Huffman presents her adaptation 
of a favorite quilt pattern, showing how triangle-squares split by 
sashing creates a secondary design, how alternating fabric can result in 
a ‘shadowed’ effect, and how re-sizing elements can yield big design 
changes.

Angela Huffman loved Sangria by Diane Tomlinson, which was first 
published in Love of Quilting January/February 2014 issue. Angela’s 
version appears in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet and Love of Quilting 
January/February 2020 (available December 2019).

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Glowline tape from Ommigrid

}} Clover Fabric Folding Pen

}} Frixion heat-away pen

}} Fons & Porter 6" Square-Up ruler

}} Omnigrid 6" Square ruler

}} Omnigrid 3" x 18" ruler

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the Hedge Rose  

collection from Riley Blake Fabrics.
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#3411—USING SCALLOP TEMPLATES
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

On this season’s longarming episode, Angela Huffman coaches us 
through the oh-so-versatile scallop shape. The gentle curve produces 
many different designs, and is an excellent place to start exploring 
ruler work for beginning longarmers. From planning to positioning to 
stitching, this episode shows you how to get the most from any scallop 
longarm template.

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} APQS Millie with Quilt Path

}} APQS Scallop Ruler

}} APQS Longarm Ruler

}} Wash-away quilting marker

}} Curved embroidery snips

}} Self-threading hand-sewing 

needle 
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#3412—HOME TO KENTUCKY
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

Home to Kentucky features two traditional quilt blocks, the Log Cabin and 
the Ohio Star. Sara Gallegos and Angela Huffman teach the tried-and-
true methods for constructing these blocks. The result is a traditional, 
tone-on-tone quilt that will always feel like home!

Sara’s quilt is based on My Country, by Cheryl Miller, which originally 
published in Love of Quilting May/June 2014 issue. Sara’s version appears 
in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet and Love of Quilting November/
December 2019 (available September 2019).

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} 61/2" ruler

}} Glowline tape from Omnigrid

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the Susanna’s Scraps 

collection by Betsy Chutchian for Moda 

Fabrics.
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#3413—SAPPHIRE IKAT
EPISODE DESCRIPTION

On this episode of Love of Quilting, Angela Huffman and Sara Gallegos 
take direction from dyeing techniques! The jewel-like quilt design is 
inspired by Asian ikat dyeing, and the colors take advantage of ombre 
fabrics. Constructed with paper piecing and finished with free motion 
quilting, Sapphire Ikat is a to-dye-for quilt!

Angela’s quilt is based on a pattern by Rebbecca Smith, called Emerald 
Ikat, which we originally published in Love of Quilting May/June 2014. 
Angela’s version appears in the 3400 series pattern eBooklet and Love of 
Quilting January/February 2020 (available December 2019).

SPECIAL TOOLS: 

}} Wafer 2 Color Box and Cutting 

Mat from Daylight

}} Add-a-Quarter ruler

}} Border Creek Station Foundation 

Paper

}} Cardstock

FABRIC USED: Fabrics in the quilt 

shown are from the ombre collection 

from Hoffman Fabrics, as well as batiks 

from Angela’s personal collection.


